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From the Editor:

SCOTT HANWELL

Spring has sprung and not a moment too soon! What
was with that February we had? At least if it was cold
outside, the warmth of the Naval Museum of Alberta
gave many an inspiring place to learn and appreciate
the vital history of the Royal Canadian Navy. Enclosed
you’ll find a number of photos of the NMA “in action”
with school groups and members of the public learning
about our proud heritage.
For my own part, I must admit to having escaped, at
least temporarily, the winter blues with a trip to the
West Coast. Alongside in Victoria Harbour I saw MV
Asterix, proudly flying the blue ensign. It’s an impressive
ship and a testament to the prowess of Canadian ship
building. MV Asterix had just returned from the South
China Seas in company with HMCS Calgary, in support
of UN resolutions against North Korea. It’s a reminder
that the story of our navy continues to be written
every day.
You’ll find two articles in this issue of the Ensign that
touch HMCS Quebec (originally HMS Uganda, later
HMCS Uganda): Bill’s notes on Andy Madsen, and
Cal Annis’ biography. Both these gentlemen served in
the ship. Here’s a bit from the Wikipedia write up that
I found particularly interesting:
“Uganda’s first crew in RCN service was notable. The
commanding officer was Captain Rollo Mainguy, OBE,
who later became chief of the Naval Staff. The first

officer (executive officer) was Commander Hugh Pullen,
and other officers including Lieutenant Commanders
Landymore and Littler were all eventually promoted
to flag rank following the war. Lieutenant John Robarts,
Aircraft Recognition Officer, went on to become
Premier of Ontario. The other members of her crew
of 907 comprised a carefully selected group; additional
training on cruisers was provided through personnel
exchanges with the RN. The first crew for Uganda
was drawn from every province in Canada as well as
the Dominion of Newfoundland. Eighty-seven percent
were reservists (RCNVR and RCNR) while the balance
were regular members of the Royal Canadian Navy.”
I remember living in the Mainguy Block while at
HMCS Venture (not, as I recall, the most salubrious of
quarters) and I came across Admiral Pullen’s Arms while
researching the use of the naval crown in Canadian
heraldry – small world.
Enjoy this issue of the Ensign and we look forward to
seeing you at the museum soon.

History comes to life for Calgary students
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President’s Report:

SCOTT HAUSBERG

It’s been a busy few months for NMAS.We’ve approved
funds to upgrade the fire alarm panel at the Annex
and for the building of a naval aviation exhibit at the
NMA. Mike Potter in the workshop created a mobile
reviewing stand for NLCC John A. Hamilton, using
3”70 dummy shells and is progressing steadily on the
working model of a 3”70 gun and ammunition system.
He is definitely getting value out of our new 3D printer.
Editor’s note: see Mike’s full report

In communicating with HMCS Calgary’s Yeoman, PO1
Gord McKiver, I noted an interesting quote that
he has in his signature block. The quote is from Rick
Mercer and I think it supports the need to remember
our history and learn from it.
The gates of Auschwitz were not opened with peace talks.
Holland was not liberated by peacekeepers and fascism
was not defeated with a deft pen. – Rick Mercer

Some events to note in your calendars include the
Battle of the Atlantic parade at TMM on May 5, the
NMAS casino Aug 13-14 and Navy Days Oct 19-20.
All important events, such as these, are posted to the
NMAS website.
Membership is now at 108 members but sadly we had
16 members from 2018 who did not renew. At $20,
NMAS is more affordable than most other memberships
and we offer more (free TMM entry all year, Ensign
Newsletter, discounted merchandise, volunteer BBQ
and dinner). Despite our value proposition, we struggle
to grow membership. So, the Board is exploring the
creation of some new membership categories. The
first is likely to be a family membership to be marketed
primarily to our sea cadet and Navy League cadet
corps. We are just working out the details at this point
in time.

From the workshop of Mike and Co., a mobile reviewing stand
for NLCC John A. Hamilton

Submariners in the making - two recent visitors enjoy the Periscope Exhibit
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Director’s Report:

ERIC KAHLER

By now you will realize that you were not the lucky
winner of the NMAS raffle. First prize winner was
Doug Thurston of Canmore Alberta. The winning
ticket was sold at the Canmore legion on Remembrance
Day 2018 by Ian Christie.
Second prize was won by Anna Rebus of Calgary.
She bought her ticket at the NMA from Eric Kahler.
Congratulations to both winners. Total proceeds to
NMAS from the raffle were $7657.20. Many thanks
to all those who purchased tickets and especially to all
those who helped sell the tickets. I am looking forward
to another such fundraiser possibly in the fall.

Last week we had an interesting meeting with The
Military Museums. It was the preliminary meeting
with the design group looking at an expansion to
TMM. TMM has been selected to house a permanent
National Afghanistan Exhibit. There was a lot of time
spent discussing a new facility and how it could become
a world class must see site.
Paramount to the discussion was designing a building
with a dedicated event centre such that the NMA
would no longer have to host so many functions for
external groups. Such functions are always a challenge
as although they bring in some revenue they can be
detrimental to the wellbeing of the exhibits.
Other things projected for a new multi-level building
were additional exhibit halls, improvement to the
back of the house logistics, common workshop areas,
additional office space for the various groups that
support the museums, a snack bar or café serving
proper meals, better parking for all including buses,
greater access to public transit and the list goes on.
It must be emphasized that these were simply
preliminary discussions to develop a wish list. Funding
and construction timelines have not been determined
and will be the subject of future discussion. Any such
facility is still years away but it is exciting that we appear
to be proactive and moving forward.

Grand prize winner Doug Thurston with his wife Junko and
NMA Director Eric Kahler

Some of you may have heard discussion about the
potential to bring in an engineering model of an
Upholder Submarine, the pre-conversion to Victoria
class, type of submarine the RCN purchased from the
RN some years ago. The model was situated in Halifax
and our museum curator went to visit it to see if it
could be properly interpreted for the NMA.
After careful consideration it was decided that we
would not bring the model here. While it would be a
great addition to the collection there were drawbacks
on the overall size of the model, the amount of work
(estimated at two years) required to prepare it for
proper exhibit, and the overall cost of the required
work and updates.

Anna Rebus, winner of the raffle second prize,
with NMA Director Eric Kahler
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Work is however progressing on developing a new
Naval Air exhibit. Preliminary designs have been
contracted for and the work should be completed by
this summer.
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From the Workshop:

MIKE POTTER

WOW! I have just received some pictures of the two
models being built by Miles Chester. For those of
you who don’t know Miles, he is the person who recently donated the updated version of HMCS Calgary.
These two models will soon be on exhibition in the
Naval Gallery. It will be worth your while to make a
special trip to see these amazingly detailed models.
John Davis will be starting the fibre-glassing of the
Protecteur hull as soon as the weather warms up
and we can open the workshop door for ventilation.
Because of the size and details on this model I don’t
expect to see the finished version any time soon. John
is a retired Naval Architect who spent much of his
time at Esquimalt building our Coast Guard vessels.
He is a very detailed individual so you can expect some
amazing work from him.
The two Mike’s have now proved their concept that we
can make the parts on the 3” 70 model gun move. We
currently have the two shell rings moving in opposite
direction and are now working on the gun turret. It
will have the ability to move to the left, stop and return
to the right, giving the display a sense of reality. Because
of the complexity of this display, the public will not be
able to control the movements, however as visitors
approach the display an infrared sensor will light up the
display and the moving parts will start their action. The
display will shut down automatically after 1 minute of
action or will continue until all visitors have moved on

Model of an Orca Class Patrol Vessel
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to other displays. The Electrical Management system
is attached to the bottom of a drawer underneath the
display and houses three miniature computer systems,
a series of controllers and is programmed to operate
only when approached by visitors. And yes there is
another interesting part of this display to be added by
Ian Watson, (the IT director at TMM) who has built
two miniature desk displays that include video screens
depicting emitting radar signals that have detected
simulated battle opponents. These screens are also
powered by miniature computers all controlled from
the onboard management system. All of the above is
powered by an industrial strength surge protection and
backup system. Because of the reinvention of some of
the parts and systems it is going to take some time, so
right now we are not able to give you an exact time and
date of delivery, but we will keep you informed of our
progress, because we are just as excited as you are to
see this in full operation. I also want to give a shout out
to Jonathan Hallet who is milling some steel shafts
for our machinery.
Last but certainly not the least, I want to thank Chuck
Von (our painting guru) for all his help and support in
keeping us clean and organized. When there are three
others whose minds are usually all over the map it is
hard to pin us down. Chuck does that for us even
though he hides things from us just to keep us on our
toes.

Model of HMCS Edmonton, Kingston-class coastal defence
vessel
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Curator’s Report:

BRAD FROGGATT

New Acquisitions
The Naval Museum continues to receive requests from
veterans and families of veterans wishing to donate
items that have been discovered - often after many
years of storage and neglect - pertaining to military and
war service. It is not always evident when discussing a
potential acquisition exactly what the relevance to the
collection is, and how it will benefit the telling of the
RCN story in the Museum.
Often, it is not so much the artefact that is significant
(another hammock?), but the story associated with
the artefact that has meaning. This is particularly true
of some recent acquisitions at the Museum; some of
which are unique in the country.

Lieutenant-Commander Alan Brookman
Beddoe, OC, OBE, HFHS, HFHS
Jim Simpson was married to the daughter of Alan
Beddoe. Jim approached the Naval Museum with the
offer of artefacts related to Lieutenant-Commander
Alan Brookman Beddoe, OC, OBE, HFHS, FHSC (June
1, 1893 – December 2, 1975) who was a Canadian
artist, war artist, consultant in heraldry and founder
and first president of the Heraldry Society of Canada
in 1965.
Beddoe was born in Ottawa. He studied at Ashbury
College. During World War I, he was captured at
Second Battle of Ypres in 1915 and spent two and a
half years in the prisoner of war camps at Gießen and
Zerbst.
He studied art at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris.
After the war, he studied at the Art Students League
of New York under DuMond and Bridgman. In 1925, he
opened the first commercial art studio in Ottawa. He
was also an expert in heraldry.
The majority of the Alan Beddoe collection is housed
at Library and Archives Canada and contains designs
and studies for the Book of Remembrance, postage
stamps, posters, crests, money, architecture, coats-ofarms, and a new Canadian flag.
Beddoe was instrumental in the creation of the major
Books of Remembrance, now housed in the Peace
Tower on Parliament Hill in Ottawa. He supervised
a team of artists for to illuminate and hand-letter the
books, listing the names of Canadians who lost their
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lives in Canada’s military service during World War I
and after World War II he supervised another team of
artists to create the Book of Remembrance for World
War II.
He was inducted to the OBE and received the Allied
Arts Medal awarded by the Royal Architectural Institute
for his work on the Books of Remembrance and made
an officer of the Order of Canada.
He also was instrumental in the creation of the South
Africa Book of Remembrance 1956–1966; Yvonne
Diceman, who had worked with him on the Book of
Remembrance WWII, produced the Korea Book of
Remembrance 1957–1958 and the Newfoundland
Book of Remembrance 1972.
Of particular interest to Naval history, The Royal
Canadian Navy formed a Ships Badge Committee in
1942, and commissioned Beddoe to design official
badges for the navy’s ships. He designed badges for over
180 ships and establishments of the Royal Canadian
Navy. In 1957, the Royal Canadian Navy appointed
him its heraldic advisor. His designs for ship’s badges
including the designs for HMCS Kapuskasing, HMCS
Magnificent, HMCS Sioux and HMCS Rockcliffe are
in the Alan Beddoe collection at Library and Archives
Canada.

He designed badges for over
180 ships and establishments
of the Royal Canadian Navy
The collection donated to the Naval Museum of Alberta
includes Beddoe’s pens and drawing instruments,
numerous sketches, an example of his hand-lettered
illumination such as forms part of the books of
remembrance, books on Heraldry, and some initial
plaster designs for some of Camada’s ship badges.
As a second part of the donation, Jim Simpson has
donated Beddoe’s original light table, and will be
delivering Beddoe’s original drafting table.
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Curator’s Report:

BRAD FROGGATT

Lieutenant Commander Hugh Campbell
RCNVR

HMCS Assiniboine

HMCS Haida

HMCS Griffon

HMCS Comox

Greg Purdy visited the Naval Museum with an
interesting piece of Naval history. Mr. Purdy’s father
was a signals / Morse code operator on HMCS Milltown
with the 31st minesweeping flotilla that was involved
in clearing mines during and following the D Day
invasion. He provided a poem that from his father that
he stated was written by a friend of his in the flotilla.
On further investigation, it was determined that it was
likely written by LCDR Hugh Campbell, Commanding
Officer of HMCS Milltown in the same flotilla.
The significance of the poem is it pokes fun of all of
the Captains of the flotilla, and mentions them by
name (with the exception of LCDR Campbell, who is
mentioned as a “someone he knows intimately”). The
poem is of course signed by Hugh Campbell, which
adds greatly to the provenance.
The poem can also be seen on the Wartime Canada
website where Mr. Purdy has had it submitted. Images
of the poem follow on the next page.

JACKSPEAK
HMCS Sussexvale

HMCS Nootka

The following naval terminology comes from
ReadyAyeReady.com/Jackspeak:

Before the Mast - Literally, the area of a
ship before the foremast (the forecastle). T
raditionally, used to refer to men whose
living quarters are located here.
Officers being quartered in the stern-most
areas of the ship (near the quarterdeck).
Officer-trainees lived between the two
ends of the ship and become known as
“midshipmen”.
Crew members who started out as seamen,
then became midshipmen, and later, officers,
were said to have gone from “one end of
the ship to the other.
Page from illuminated service roll of remembrance
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Curator’s Report:

BRAD FROGGATT

Poem written by LCDR Hugh Campbell, Commanding Officer of the HMCS Milltown
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Folks around the Museum:

CAL ANNIS, Watchkeeper

Cal was born in South Ohio (near Yarmouth), Nova
Scotia on April 7, 1932 (86 + years ago!). He describes
where he grew up as a “backwoods area and kind of
isolated”. Cal enrolled at Acadia University in the fall of
1953 as a UNTD officer and joined his first ship, HMCS
Portage, an Algerine class minesweeper, in the summer
of 1954. Graduating in 1957 as a Sub-Lieutenant, he
made his career as a teacher and educational administrator in Bedford.
Cal has many fond memories of the navy - he was
proud to be part of something “big” and loved the sea.
His favourite ports were Antwerp, Belgium and San
Juan, Puerto Rico – for him they were an eye opener to
the world and a marked contrast from the little Nova
Scotia town where he grew up.

Cal Annis

He also served in HMCS Quebec (nee HMS Uganda and
renamed HMCS Uganda during WWII) in the spring of
1956 and in 1957 he served in the frigate HMCS Lanark
where he was a Cadet Captain for a group of young
cadets.

with the Department of Education in Lethbridge and
from there, moved to Cowichan Bay where he lived
until 1999. While at the coast he owned a small boat
which he enjoyed sailing around the islands.

In 1958, Cal married and moved to Alberta where he
worked full-time in education, serving as a reservist at
HMCS Nonsuch until 1963. He continued his career in
education and became Superintendent of Schools for
the rural county of Brooks and Drumheller, retiring in
1971. From 1971 to 1987 he worked as a consultant

He returned to Alberta and joined the CNVA in 2003
and has served as a long-time Director and Master At
Arms for several years. In addition to the CNVA, Cal
got involved with the Naval Museum of Alberta Society
and worked for a period as General Manager of the
Museum. He has been a watch keeper since 2005.

Double
Jeopardy!!
Did you know that the
Naval Museum of Alberta
was a Jeopardy answer on
Dec 5, 2018?
Category:
Olympic City Attractions
Amount:
$2000
Answer:
The Naval Museum of Alberta
Question:
What is Calgary?
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Folks around the Museum:

ROBERT SIVERTSEN, Treasurer and Director

In 1963, I graduated from the University of Alberta,
Faculty of Engineering with a B.Sc. in Electrical
Engineering specializing in Communications. While
at University, I was as an evening and weekend radio
operator for CFRN radio. I also worked for CBC
Television as a TV studio crew member in the summer
of 1962. These jobs developed into a life-long interest
in radio and television broadcasting and multimedia
systems.
After graduation, I was hired by Northern Electric (i.e.
Nortel) to go to London, Ontario to work as a methods
engineer at the telephone manufacturing plant in
London, Ontario. This manufacturing facility produced
over 1 million telephones per year with all parts being
made in the plant. I was one of 30 engineers and 40
technicians in the methods engineering department. I
spent 3 years with Northern with my last position as
the product engineer for the first manufacturing line of
touch-tone dials.
After three years in manufacturing, I was lured away
to become a sales engineer with Canadian General
Electric, a manufacturer of studio and transmission
equipment for the radio and television broadcast
industry. I was hired on the basis that I would move
back to the west and travel regularly throughout
Western Canada visiting broadcasters and educators.
My position required me to design radio and television
systems for broadcast and educational clients.
After 3 years with CGE, I learned that the new
University of Calgary was establishing a new campus
wide integrated multimedia department which included,
audio-visual, television production, film production
and film library facilities for the campus. I started
out as a design engineer but over a 10 year period
took responsibility for all operational activities of the
department. I spent 27 years with the U of C and as
a non-teaching member of the academic staff with the
final title of Director of the Communications Media
department.
I took early retirement from the U of C in 1996
and established a consulting engineering company
specializing in radio, television and multimedia systems
engineering. We developed television classrooms for
many institutions throughout the province so they
could teach interactive courses between institutions.
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Robert Sivertsen

My expertise included broadcast engineering consulting
for FM Radio, Television Broadcasting and Microwave
Systems for clients requesting technical licenses
from the CRTC and Industry Canada. I retired from
consulting engineering in 2011.
My wife of 58 years and I moved to an acreage south
of Calgary some 30 years ago where we had a number
of horses which were used mainly for trail riding in the
mountains. We no longer have horses and are currently
living on a smaller acreage in Millarville.
My brother, Ken Sivertsen, asked me to provide
assistance at the Annex in 2015 with the computer
systems. This extended into the operation of our
membership management system. My only experience
with the military was as an army cadet during my high
school years.
With Lorne Hanson wishing to retire as our
Treasurer I volunteered to assist with this duty since
I had experience for many years with accounting
requirements for my own consulting engineering firm
and that of another company owned by my son-inlaw. I was appointed the Treasurer and Director in
November, 2018.
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Remembering:
by Bill Wilson

ANDY MADSEN

The Herald announced in January that Andy Madsen
had crossed the bar. Unfortunately his name will only
be known by a few in the Calgary Naval Community,
and yet it was significant in years gone by. Andy was a
WWII veteran and served in HMCS UGANDA.
Like many of us in this age group, he only served for a
short time, yet it was sufficient to leave the Navy mark
on Andy. He was a volunteer Watchkeeper, enjoyed
turning up for all paint parties, part ship cleaning, etc.,
and his major “mark”, in my opinion, was his role in
restoring the twin 4” inch mounting.
NMAS acquired this valuable addition when the
Province of British Columbia took over Royal Roads
and turned it into a civilian University. The Province
insisted that everything on the property pertaining
to the Navy/Armed Forces be removed, and amongst
those artefacts was a twin 4”. With some assistance
from Admiral Ron Buck, a long standing support of

the NMA, the decision was made to give the Royal Roads
mounting to Calgary. When it arrived, our volunteers
were almost ready to throw up their hands. The west
coast salt air had not been kind, the rust and corrosion
had taken their toll in every part of the mounting, it
could not be laid or trained, and all controls had been
removed. It was literally a pile of WW2 steel junk.
Among the critical jobs associated with restoration was
filling the many cracks and holes in the mounting and
Andy Madsen stepped forward and skillfully undertook
the work. After a month’s effort by Andy the mounting
was ready for painting (we obtained primer and ships
side paint from HMCS CALGARY) and the mounting is
as you see it today.
Andy will be missed by the few but when you look at
the 4” next time you visit, think of Andy. There used to
be a smear of blood visible on the right lower outside
corner, and I can still hear the salty cursing!

4” Gun Mount
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Our Next Casino
is Coming!
The Naval Museum of Alberta
is located at The Military Museums
4520 Crowchild Trail, SW,
Calgary, Alberta T2T 5J4
Admission Prices
Adults $15.00, Seniors $5.00,
Youth 7-17 $5.00
Serving personnel (past and present)
and their families FREE
NMAS members FREE
• Ample free parking
ISSN 1483-7080
THE ENSIGN is published on a quarterly basis
by the Naval Museum of Alberta Society, and is
mailed to all who purchase a $20.00 annual membership in the Society expiring 31 December of
each year. Portions of this publication may be
copied without permission provided specific
copyright is not indicated and full credit is given
to both the author(s) and THE ENSIGN. The
editor is solely responsible for content; any
opinions expressed herein are solely those
of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect
the opinion or positions of the Department of
National Defence, the Naval Museum of Alberta
Society and/or the Naval Museum of Alberta.
The Naval Museum of Alberta is a fully accredited
Canadian Forces museum and the Naval
Museum of Alberta Society is a duly registered
not-for-profit organization.

NMAS will be holding our next
Casino on August 12 and 13 and we
need volunteers for all positions.
This is our single largest source of
funds to carry on the great work of
telling the story of the Royal Canadian
Navy.
If you can help please contact
Johanne Aylett at 403 245 4517,
or jaylett@telusplanet.net
Thank you!

JOIN THE
NAVAL MUSEUM OF
ALBERTA SOCIETY
• Support The Preservation Of Canada’s
Naval Heritage
• Receive The Ensign Newsletter Four
Times Per Year
• FREE Entry To The Military Museums And
The Naval Museum Of Alberta All Year
(Regular $15 Per Entry)
• Free Entry To ‘Navy Day’ In October
• Volunteer Opportunities Galore

Only $20.00 per year!
Join in just five minutes with credit card
payment via: https://navalmuseumofalbertasociety.ca

